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"We should note the force, effect,

and consequences of inventions

which are nowhere more con-

spicuous than in those three which

were unknown to the ancients, and

whose origins, if recent, are

obscure and lost to fame: namely,

printing, gunpowder, and the com-

pass. For these three have changed

the appearance and state of the whole world." So wrote Francis

Bacon in the Novum Organum. It is one of those handy,

aphoristic, generalizations that sum up everything and settle

nothing, and might have lived a blameless life in the decent

obscurity of Bartlett or The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations,

if Fernand Braudel had not disinterred Bacon's dictum and

pointed out that his triad really did lie at the roots of the change

in "the appearance and state of the whole world" that con-

stitutes the end of the Middle Ages. The "arms race" in-

augurated by gunpowder, the even greater leap in navigation

due to the compass, were accompanied by equally radical

commercial and economic changes, changes in the structure of

society, a questioning of the role of ecclesiastical authority at

the same time as a revival of spirituality in the devotio modema.

In this turmoil, the desire to find an explanation, a purer, truer,

pattern, in antiquity spread from Italy to the rest of Europe.

This concatenation brought about, and was brought about by,

the Invention of Printing.
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Printing, gunpowder, compass— cause or effect? Discuss.

It smacks of the schoolroom and the competitive examination,

the latter Macaulay's gigantic legacy to modern education. It

was not his only one. In 1849, Macaulay's Hlstoiy of England

was published, followed ten years later by Samuel Smiles's

Self-Help; With Illustrations of Character and Conduct, later

subtitled Character, Conduct, and Perseverance. Macaulay

believed in epochal history: that, in particular, modern England

began with the Glorious Revolution of 1688. Smiles believed

in the uniqueness of the inventive human mind, and accen-

tuated the originality of his heroes so that they, too, became

epochal figures. With these two works, history as we know it

today came into being — or rather, what used to be called

"history as we know it today". The phrase betrays itself, both

as an assertion of superiority, progress and improvement, and

as an admission of inferiority, in that no history, even today's,

lists, depicts, even sketches, all the events that have ever

happened. The belief in progress, the vision of historians

standing on the shoulders of other historians, with Thucydides,

Guicciardini, Gibbon and Michelet as honorary members of

the History Today Club, has, perhaps, been sufficiently ex-

ploded. The Carlylean Hero, too, is out of fashion. But the

belief in history as epochal, as a line (not always straight)

between significant markers, is deep-rooted. It goes back to

Bacon, and Bacon was reflecting a way of thought already old.

It would be easy, thus, to tag the life and career of Aldus

Manulius like this. He was born, most probably (according to

George Fletcher's recent careful examination of the evidence)
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in 1452, the year before Constantinople fell to the Turks. This

event, we arc told, released all manner of Greek texts and

scholars, technology and scholarship, to the West. At the very

least, it accelerated a movement that had begun almost a

century earlier. It also had a significant impact on that other

great contemporary "event", the Invention of Printing, since

the earliest mass market for the press was that for the indul-

gences offered in return for support for a crusade. If Aldus,

then, grew up in a world changed by the Invention of Printing

and the rediscovery of Greek, the other great event in his life

coincides with another of the great epochs of history. The year

in which Aldus set up his business (by his son's account) also

saw the discovery of America by Columbus. This in turn might

be seen as the term of the mercantile empire of Venice: by

1515, the year of Aldus's death, the campaigns of French and

Imperial and Papal troops in Northern Italy had begun what

gold from the Indies was to finish.

From a confessed disbeliever in the epochal view of history,

this exordium must be coming to seem like a monumental night

on the town. Greeks and gunpowder, Turks and the Invention

of Printing, Venice and the mariner's compass, are beginning

to whirl round our crapulous heads; it is time to sober up. If,

and it is an undeniable fact, Aldus was an outstanding figure,

an innovator whose name is rightly recorded in History's Hall

of Fame (—a nasty twinge of hangover there), he was also very

much the child of his time, who fitted into a commercial, as

well as scholarly, framework, that was much more familiar to

his contemporaries than the concerns of humanist scholars.
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Posterity, anxious to maximize the uniqueness of his achieve-

ment, has been at pains to point out how different he was, just

as the Invention of Printing itself has been claimed as totally

different from anything that went before, an "agent of change"

more potent than any other. I aim to stress continuity, not

change; to show how the press only slowly changed commercial

habits in the book-trade which long predated the Invention,

and that Aldus himself is, from the point of view of the

book-trade, a typical rather than an anomalous figure.

In point of fact, there is a considerable similarity between

the circumstances of the Invention and the inception of the

Aldine Press, so much so that is is worth a moment to recall

its events, so far as modern scholarship has been able to recover

them. But before embarking on this, it is important to see the

commercial background to both, and to realize the importance

of Venice, the city to which Aldus came about the year 1490.

To us, used to the transport by land of almost any com-

modity, however large, it is hard to realise the importance of

waterways in the late middle ages. Rivers, the Po, the Danube,

the Rhine from Basel to the Low Countries, the Seine from

Paris to Rouen, were vital: their scope now began to be

enlarged by canals. Johann Amcrbach, the great printer at

Basel, customarily dispatched the sheets of the books he

printed, unfolded, in barrels for safe water-tight carriage on

barges on the Rhine. Barges increased in number and size, as

did the traditional Mediterranean "round ship". The fast

Venetian and Genoese galleys were improved to meet the

fiercer seas of the Atlantic, to penetrate round the coast of
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Spain, and reach the northern ports of France, Britain, and the

Low Countries, right round to Luebeck on the east German

coast, linking the ports that grew up at the estuaries or the

great rivers. The marriage, in terms of naval architecture, of

the galley with the strong but cumbrous northern cog produced

the carracks and caravels that made Columbus's journey pos-

sible. But throughout the Mediterranean and the coastal routes

of Western Europe, the regular passage of Venetian galleys

was the life-line of commerce. They were not only the means

whereby exotic commodities from the Greek and Moslem East

reached the West: they took in more ordinary, short-haul

cargos. If silk and spices in one direction, fur and amber in the

other, made the whole long journey, English wool travelled to

Bruges for weaving and to Italy for finishing in Florence, salt

and pine went from Germany to London and Rouen, English

lead and tin to Spain. The customs rolls of the port of

Southampton, a regular port of call for galleys, record the

frequency of these voyages and the variety of the cargos. It

used to be said that the quality of English pictures could be

calculated by the skill with which horses were depicted: in any

picture of Venice, from the Bellini to Bellotto, ships, depicted

with equal skill, dominate.

But Venice was not only the pivot of maritime trade: it sat

at the end of the road that led from the Brenner Pass, the

lowest and most convenient land-route that gave South Ger-

many, and central Europe generally, access to the sea-routes.

This was the area of greatest economic growth, based on

mining and metallurgy. The expansion of technology, from
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cannon to clocks, created new demand. Iron was found in

Westphalia, Saxony, and Bohemia, nearer to the main sources

of demand than the traditional iron-producing areas, Spain and

Sweden. If England was still the main source of lead and tin,

copper and silver came from Saxony, the Harz and Vosges

mountains, Bohemia and further east. The discovery of

calamine led to the revival of brass-work, an art lost since

Roman times. Mainz and Strasbourg, with access to the Rhine,

became rich, and it is no coincidence that it was there that

printing was invented, for the key to it was metallurgy, the

mechanism of the adjustable type-mould, not the press itself,

long used for other purposes. The new abundance of silver

gave liquidity to this wealth: Augsburg, in particular, became

the banking centre of the Holy Roman Empire, with the

foundation of the great Fugger and Welser dynasties. All this

created what we would call a balance of payments problem:

the new wealth of Germany needed commodities in which to

invest. With the decline of the north German Hansa, and the

movement of the cloth trade from Flanders to England, new

staples had to be found, and this explains, as we shall see, the

astonishing growth of printing in Venice.

One last word on the economic background. It is all too

easy to sec medieval commerce in terms of an industrial

organization which is essentially of nineteenth century origin.

We talk of banks and firms as if they were the corporate entities

of today, with a fixed capital structure, overheads, buildings,

workforce, all of a definite permanent nature. They were not:

every major operation, a voyage, a building, a war (particularly
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wars, which created opportunities as well as disasters), was an

ad hoc venture. In commercial terms, they were financed by

resident capitalists, linked by the complicated system of credit

transactions based on bills of exchange that grew up in the later

Middle Ages, partly to avoid currency problems and partly to

avoid the Church's ban on usury (the Church itself was a main

benefactor of the system). Each venture required a combina-

tion of finance, raw materials and specialist skills: those who

invested them were paid out according to a pre-arranged ratio

when the venture was concluded.

It is, thus, a mistake to see Gutenberg or Aldus or any other

printer as a man who ran a regular business for twenty or thirty

years printing books, and still more to see him as a publisher

choosing the books he printed. Each book or set of books

represents a venture, to which more than one person or group

made a contribution, of which money was only part: other

important elements were a reliable text, paper, the specialist

skills involved in printing, and, above all, access to a market.

Each such combination met its objectives in different ways.

The temporary nature of each venture explains phenomena

that have puzzled historians, from the wide discrepancies in

prices of books to the apparent "disappearance" of printers

for sometimes prolonged periods.

There was nothing new about this process, as far as the

book trade was concerned. If printing vastly increased the scale

of operations, and provided new benefits, such as the guaran-

teed stability of a text, and its survival, simply by force of

numbers (as contemporaries were quick to realise), the under-
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lying structure of the manufacture and distribution of books

was one that went back to the growth of universities in the

thirteenth century and the pecia system of multiplying texts

approved by the masters of the university. It has been remarked

that a high proportion of those who matriculated at medieval

universities failed to proceed to a degree. This was not due to

academic failure, boredom or lack of funds. Matriculation was

the qualification for a profitable appointment in the university:

the university stationer, thus qualified, has access to a tied and

profitable market. There was (I owe this to Richard H. Rouse)

an intimate connexion between the composition of the works

of St Thomas Aquinas and their diffusion from the Dominican

convent in Paris through the stationers in the Rue St Jacques.

The convent stood at the south end of the street; at the north

was the Sorbonne. This example was not lost in the renewal of

spirituality in Northern Europe. The devodo modema was

based on reading and divulgating its texts. The mass-production

of books in Carthusian and Benedictine houses was not only

the precursor but the underlying cause of the invention of

printing.

All this has taken us a long way from that seminal event. I

now return to it, and the parallel that it offers to the career of

Aldus. I pass over the early stages of Gutenberg's career,

merely noting that the crucial invention of the type-mould

appears to have been already achieved by 1439. What hap-

pened in the twelve or more years before the 42-line Bible, the

first datable product of the press, was completed? The

evidence for this resides in the Helmasperger Instrument, the
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notarial document relating to the repayment of debts by

Gutenberg to Fust that brought the partnership between them

to an end in 1455, and in a curious duality that pervades their

work — two Bible types, two indulgences, the Bible itself

divided in two groups, half the known copies being illuminated,

half plainly rubricated. Add to this the fact that the Bible type

has a prodigious number of characters, double and treble

letters, all apparently designed to simulate handwriting, a

quality it shares only with one or two exceptional later presses,

notably those of Aldus, Caxton, and the Brothers of the

Common Life at Deventer, and the puzzling inclusion of a

scribe, a German from Paris called Peter Schoeffer, who seems

to have had nothing to invest except his calligraphic ability—
what are we to make of this?

I believe that the key to the mystery is Cardinal Nicholas

of Cues, Archbishop of Trier, whose interest in printing is

attested by his chaplain, Gianandrea de' Bussi, publicist of the

first printers in Italy, Sweynheym and Pannartz. In 1451, he

instructed the abbots of the Bursfeld congregation to correct

and maintain accurate copies of all the books that they used,

a provision that cannot but reflect the contemporary epuradon

of the Vulgate text to restore it to the canonic "Sorbonne"

revision of two centuries earlier. The 42-line Bible is of the

new Paris text, and I think that Peter Schoeffer's function was

to supply and supervise the text, representing the Cardinal in

the partnership. The two groups, plain and coloured, represent

those intended for the archdiocese of Trier (all such copies

come, as far as can be seen, from west of the Rhine), and those
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(all illuminated in contemporary Mainz style) offered for sale

by Fust, the financier of the partnership. The two sets of types

represent a pre-arranged end to the partnership or venture,

one set being retained by Gutenberg, the other by Fust and

Schoeffer. The number of letters in the fount may be explained

by the Archbishop's insistence on a standard appearance,

visually as well as textually like a manuscript (had he not been

educated by the Brothers of the Common Life?). Gutenberg's

ability to pay off his debt to Fust was achieved by the printing

of smaller works, the indulgences and grammars, now only

extant in fragments, which generated a quick return while the

Bible pursued its slow but ultimately splendid course.

I cannot prove all this, least of all the crucial part of

Nicholas of Cues. But it docs seem to fit the facts we have (for

example, poems written by Schoeffer's proof-corrector which

stress the importance of the Paris text). Further, it fits the

picture of the od hoc venture, which, when finished, left the

partners free to move on to new ventures, in Gutenberg's case

the 36-line Bible, while Fust and Schoeffer set to work on the

three-colour printing of the 1457 and 1459 Psalters. And there

is, I believe, a parallel here with the progress of the Aldine

Press.

If it was natural for Nicholas of Cues to think of sending

ihc first printers in Italy to Subiaco near Rome, sound com-

mercial instincts suggested to their contemporaries that Venice

would be a better launching pad. The correctness of their view

is manifest in the number of surviving editions from Venetian

presses; some 3000 had already appeared by 1490 when Aldus
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arrived, at least treble the number from the next largest centre,

Paris, and far more than any German city, despite the decade's

start that Germany had had. This may seem surprising, but

remember what I called earlier the "balance of payments

problem". Printed books were a new commodity, relatively

cheap, and as such an invitation to new wealth. But the key to

a success that demanded mass distribution lay in access to an

established network of communication. The German Invention

was exploitable not in Germany, for all that it provided the

main market, but in Venice. The first printer in Venice, John

of Speyer, was a German, as were many of his successors. They

came because capital and transport were easily available there,

and because they knew there was a strong, newly rich market,

notably the great religious houses, where they had come from.

Early ownership inscriptions and unmistakably German

rubrication show how many of the books printed in Venice

went immediately to Germany. If the parishes of San Zulian

and San Paternian (where Aldus was to end his days) were full

of book shops to attract the many foreign visitors, all the books

there were as nothing to those which went straight over the

Brenner to be bound for the south German monasteries.

It is easy to see Aldus, the enthusiastic Greek scholar,

coming to Venice to plough the lonely furrow of cultivated

humanism among the materialistic capitalists and tradesmen

that surrounded him, abandoning the cultivated little court of

Carpi and his princely pupils, Alberto and Lionello Pio. This

romantic, Carlylean or Smilesian, view of his indisputable

achievement, is anachronistic. In the first place, the knowledge
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of Greek was not an idealistic, impractical discipline. At the

end of 1505, when Aldus seemed on the brink of a major

break-through, and was planning to move to Vienna to set up

his New Academy under the protection of the Emperor, his

German disciple Johannes Cuno wrote to his friend Willibald

Pirckheimer that, with Aldus, "will be various other men, some

highly learned in Greek and some in Hebrew, who, while Aldus

prints all the best books, will instruct the youth of Germany

not only in sound scholarship, but as Aldus claims, in military

skill and exercises." It is no good writing this off as scholarly

fantasy. Greek might be the language of Plato: it was also the

key to the Strategemata and Tactica of Frontinus and Aelian,

mastery of which might win contemporary battles. Francois I's

ambition to revive the classical world and to build a Greek

library at Fontainebleau was essentially practical in its aim.

Giovanni Pico dclla Mirandola's syncrctistic ambition to fuse

ancient philosophy, the Hebrew cabbala and Christian theo-

logy was not an idle dream. The Greek scholars, their patrons

and pupils, saw the reward for their labours as immediate, if

they could only find the means to put the message across.

Seen like this, the parallels with the Invention itself be-

come clearer. As the Bible was to Gutenberg's partnership, so

were the complete works of Aristotle to Aldus. If I am right,

the impetus that brought the Invention to fruition came from

a princely patron, the Cardinal Archbishop of Trier. The

impetus for the five volumes of Aristotle, printed between 1495

and 1498, came from the Prince of Carpi. Like Nicholas of

Cues, his name appears nowhere in the surviving accounts and
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the terminal contract of the commercial company in which

Aldus was a partner, but that need not surprise us. For it was

to Alberto Pio that all five volumes were dedicated, and Aldus

thanks him for his practical help, which must have been needed

to provide the Greek type, whose contractions and ligatures,

breathings and accents, made it a substantially more complex

task than the cutting of Gutenberg's roman type for the Bible.

The choice of model (the elegant cursive of a senior Greek

scribe at Venice, Immanuel Rhusotas), the engraving of a

multitude of characters, and (perhaps hardest of all) the

solution of the complex problems of typefounding, lasted five

years, about the same time as Gutenberg took. Aldus occupied

himself by having two of his own works printed, and no doubt

by teaching.

Not until the type was ready at the end of 1494 did Aldus

go into business. The first book from the press, Erotemata of

Lascaris, which uses the new type in its first form, is dated

February/March 1495. In that year a company was set up,

whose objectives were those set out in Aldus's petition to the

Signoria for a privilege, dated 25 February 1495, for the

exclusive right to print Greek books using "two new methods"

of making Greek type. This privilege only operated in Venetian

territory, and elsewhere books in Greek could be and were

printed. But the commercial advantage offered by the privilege

was very great, great enough to encourage an attempt, skillful

but ultimately unsuccessful, by a disaffected employee of Aldus

to break it. The partnership, then, like Gutenberg's, was

divided in two, the halves being taken up by Andrea Torresani,
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an established printer and bookseller, and by Pierfrancesco

Barbarigo, a member of one of the great Venetian merchant-

prince families. From the outset, Aldus's interest seems to have

been subsumed with Torresani's.

Just as Gutenberg seems to have met the need for day to

day expenses by ephemeral printing, so Aldus provided single-

volume works in Greek, short at first, then longer, printed

during the years that Aristotle was going through the press,

adding works in Latin in 1497 and in Italian in 1499, probably

printed on commission. It may be judged from this that the

partnership was a commercial success. The number of copies

recorded in the Barbarigo accounts as sold to a German

entrepreneur, Jordan of Dinslaken, indicates that the Aldine

press, like its other Venetian contemporaries, found a ready

market in Germany. No fewer than eight sets of the Aristotle

are to be found in Oxford college libraries today, and Aldine

Greek texts dominated the printed part of Frangois I's Greek

library.

It is not easy to say whether the edition of Aristotle, like

the 42-line Bible, was literally divided between its two major

backers. Unlike the Bible, there is no exact census of surviving

copies of the Aristotle, nor is there any obvious internal

evidence, such as the difference between rubrication and

illumination in the two sets of copies of the Bible, to distinguish

one class from the other. It may, however, be significant that

the Barbarigo accounts record the sale of multiple copies of

individual volumes, especially to Jordan of Dinslaken: there

are a surprising number of broken or made-up sets of the five
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volumes now extant, mostly in later bindings, in which one or

more volumes bear the ownership marks or inscriptions of

German monasteries. On the other hand, of the few surviving

complete sets in contemporary bindings, most are in matched

Italian bindings, simply tooled in blind or gold, in a type which,

as applied to the later octavo classics, is now recognised as a

standard Venetian "publisher's" binding. Other sets, once

complete, no longer have their original bindings, so it is hard

to estimate proportions. But it looks as if Alberto Pio's support

was reciprocated in the form of complete, locally bound, sets,

perhaps for presentation to sympathetic fellow-patrons and

scholars.

But it is clear that in 1498-9 the first venture had come to

an end. Aldus's Greek employees, loannes Gregoropoulos and

Marcus Musurus, were engaged by the all-Greek combination

of Nicolaus Vlastos and Zacharias Callierges, which took out

a patent, carefully avoiding a clash with Aldus, for the printing

of the Etymologicum magnum, Galen and the commentators

on Aristotle: it is hard not to see this as a continuation of the

Aldine programme. Indeed, the books printed by this consor-

tium appear in later Aldine catalogues. It may be of some

significance that Pierfrancesco Barbarigo died in 1499, but this

does not seem to have altered the status of the company set

up in 1495, which was not formally wound up until 1542.

Alberto Pio remained a loyal friend and protector to Aldus,

but was no longer involved in a now self-supporting enterprise.

At all events, when publications were resumed in 1501, their

appearance was much changed. Two smaller Greek types, and
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the celebrated italic, made the small format possible, which had

hitherto been only used by printers for bibles, service books

and legal books traditionally in pocket form. Aldus's model

was, however, not other printed books, but the small

manuscript copies of classical texts that adorned the library of

Bernardo Bembo. The success of these "libri portatiles", as

Aldus called them, portable books, lay in the fact that they

were just that: for the first time the book had ventured outside

the library or study, and it found a new enthusiastic market

among busy courtiers and merchants, as well as wandering

scholars. Already by January 1502, Aldus could print no fewer

than 3000 copies of his octavo Catullus, Tibullus and Proper-

tius. By the end of 1504, almost all the main Greek and Latin

classical authors had been printed, as well as the classic Italian

authors, Dante and Petrarch. Aldus's achievement, on which

his reputation is founded, was complete.

The events of the rest of his life are well dealt with in

Martin Lowry's The World of Aldus Maniu'ms. The simple

business of printing and publishing was complicated by the

hopes, which commercial contracts must have encouraged, of

the establishment of a New Academy in the north. Disappoint-

ment here caused a break in production while Aldus went in

search of new manuscripts to print, which added Pliny, Sallust,

Plutarch and the Greek orators to the list. Erasmus came to

Venice, loo, and saw \\\^Adagia through the press. Plagiariza-

tion of the successful octavo format by printers outside the

ambit of Venetian legal control caused time-consuming litiga-

tion. The French invasion in 1509 sent Aldus travelling to
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Fcrrara and elsewhere lor three years, allempling to protect

his estate and trying vainly to interest the inlluential in the

establishment of a New Academy. His last three years saw a

fourth revival of printing, notably of Plato, Pindar and ihc Suda

in Greek, Cicero, Quintillian and Lucretius in Latin. After the

last he died in February 1515.

Aldus's scholarly friends were inclined to see progressive

decline in this progress, and they knewwhom to blame, the tight-

fisted Philistine Andrea Torresani, his commercial partner and

from 1506 his father-in-law. Later writers have been inclined to

endorse this view. But both reckoned without the realities of

Venetian commerce. It may be that the death of Pierfrancesco

Barbarigo and the reduction of his interest to a sleeping partner-

ship somewhat diminished the liquidity of the partnership. But

the pattern of publication reflects the normal episodic nature of

the commercial venture. The gaps in production represent the

ordinary sequence whereby a "fallow" period ofsales generated

capital to finance another printing venture. There is no reason

to suppose, despite wars and disappointed hopes of the academy,

any decline in the prosperity of the partnership. Indeed, Aldus's

marriage to Maria Torresani is a characteristic dynastic marriage

of the sort common in the book trade: it gave a permanent base

to what had hitherto been an ad hoc, if continuous, relationship.

After Aldus's death, Andrea Torresani was at pains to stress the

continuity which he and Aldus's descendants saw as the strength

of a business which outlasted the century.

The books printed by Aldus were still considered good

stock in 1542 when the original partnership, by now a form
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only, came to be dissolved. But the real tribute to his success

can be seen pervading the whole structure of scholarship and

the book trade. It can be seen in the career of Leonico Tomeo,

whose lectures on Aristotle at Padua were made possible by

the Aldine edition, whose later appointment as lecturer in

Greek at Venice followed the second "venture" of 1501-5.

Leonico 's dialogues were bought by Johann Herwagen, the

scholarly Basel printer (his copy is in the Ahmanson-Murphy

collection). He corresponded with Wolsey, Thomas More and

Richard Foxe, who bought Aldus's books (which More ex-

ported to Utopia). Aldus's example made possible the careers

of other scholarly printers, Erasmus's publisher Froben at

Basel, Josse Bade at Paris. Most of all, it set the style for the

success of the Italian press in the 16lh century.

Twenty-five years ago when, as very much the junior

member of the otherwise distinguished team that selected and

catalogued the books exhibited in the "Printing and the Mind

of Man" exhibition, the Italian dominance struck me very

forcibly. Of 74 books printed between 1490 and 1600 included

in the exhibition, no less than 21 came from Italian presses.

They included the first edition of Galen, Boethius and Aris-

totle; Ketham's Fasciculus Medicinae, ihc Almagest of Ptolemy

in the important new edition of Rcgiomonlanus, and the first

complete Hippocrates; Herodotus, Plutarch (and we should

have added Thucydides); the voyage of Marco Polo and

Montalboddo; Castiglione's // Cortci^iano and Machiavclli's //

Principe; complete works of Cicero, the first "modern" classical

text, edited by Picro Vettori, whose annotated text of Dante is
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one of Ihc great treasures of UCLA; Tartaglia's primary treatise

on ballistics and Zarlino's on the rules of harmony; Palladio's

architecture, Vasari's lives and the first modern herbal, Caesal-

pinus; Guicciardini's history and the Spiritual Exercises of St

Ignatius Loyola; and, last but not least, the Index lihrorum

prohihitonim. Of these, a sizable number came from the Aldine

Press, and are now to be found in the library here. Only

recently, we have added the first edition of Guicciardini, the

copy from the great Milanese Archinto Library. I wish that in

1962 we had had the wit to include in our exhibition one of

Aldus's more prescient publications, his friend Niccolo

Leoniceno's De Morbo Gallico, one of the first tracts on the

new medical problem of syphilis.

Aldus was, then, an exceptional, an outstanding figure. But

the methods by which his success was achieved were essentially

the common place of his time. He would not have done what

he did without a commercial structure that long predated him,

which was dependent on a network of trade that figures hardly

at all in the correspondence of his learned friends. It is revealed

most clearly in one of the most remarkable and precious of all

the books in the Ahmanson-Murphy collection, the stock

ledger of Bernardino Giunta, a later member of the great

Venetian-Florentine dynasty whose plagiaries gave Aldus so

much trouble in his lifetime. Bernardino was active between

1570 and 1627; his business relationships stretched all over Italy

and as far abroad as Germany and Spain. The books he carried

came from all these places, but, naturally, most of all from

Venice. He had an exclusive stock of Aldine books, among
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Ihcm the Aristophanes printed in 1498, a valuable property

still in 1542 at the dissolution of the partnership, and still selling

at the end of the sixteenth century.

Perhaps this may be seen as the most striking evidence of

Aldus's part in the popularisation of Greek, the language and

its literature. If I have not given this its full weight this evening,

it is only because others have dwelt on it more, and less on his

achievement as a printer like other printers. It would not be

proper to end without pointing out that if the New Academy

never found the permanent home that Aldus sought, there

were two other lasting memorials to his work for Greek. First,

there was the establishment of a firm base for the study of the

language: his editions of Lascaris and Theodore Gaza were

followed by his own posthumously published Grammar. Often

reprinted, they established the teaching of Greek in the

educational curriculum. Secondly, Aldus, in creating a commer-

cial market for Greek texts, made it clear that this was not the

minority interest of a few humanist scholars but part of the

main stream of literate interest. The greatest tribute to his

inlluence lies not in the success of his own publications, but

the success with which his imitators and followers, his own

heirs, Froben, Herwagen and Oporinus at Basel, De Colines,

Neobar and Estienne in Paris, and a host of others, followed

his example.

I began by tr>'ing to detach the facts of Aldus's success as

a publisher of Greek texts from the hert)ic mould oi' the lone

scholar-inventor, to see it not as part of epochal history, in

which nothing matters except unicjue "important" events, but
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as something that grew naturally from a whole range of sources

and ran into an equally wide field of human experience. We

are, perhaps, now more used to history as a plurality of visions,

in which the unwritten part (or rather the part unwritten by

earlier historians) is coming to have greater importance. The

works of Le Roy Ladurie and Ginzburg have shown that

documents can resurrect a startling vision of the concerns of

people in the past who have had no part in history hitherto.

The collection now accumulating here offers documents as rich

or richer for the study of another aspect of history, economic

and cultural, which has been ignored or misunderstood. If

today I have given some indication of the wealth that remains

to be discovered, as well as that which lies on the surface, in

individual books, it will justify what may perhaps seem an

attempt to belittle the importance of the press at the turn of

the fifteenth century. But the printer as seen through the

products of his press is no less "important" than the figure of

heroic legend. The stature of Aldus is too great to be

diminished; if the foundations of his success are seen to be

more ordinary than hitherto allowed, his achievement can only

be the greater.
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